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Abstract
Uses of molecular markers in the phylogenetic studies of various organisms have become increasingly important 

in recent times. This review gives an overview of different molecular markers employed by researchers for the purpose 
of phylogenetic studies. Availability of fast DNA sequencing techniques along with the development of robust statistical 
analysis methods, provided a new momentum to this field. In this context, utility of different nuclear encoded genes (like 
16S rRNA, 5S rRNA, 28S rRNA) mitochondrial (cytochrome oxidase, mitochondrial 12S, cytochrome b, control region) 
and few chloroplast encoded genes (like rbcL, matK, rpl16) are discussed. Criteria for choosing suitable molecular 
markers and steps leading to the construction of phylogenetic trees have been discussed. Although widely practised 
even now, traditional morphology based systems of classification of organisms have some limitations. On the other 
hand it appears that the use of molecular markers, though relatively recent in popularity and are not free entirely of 
flaws, can complement the traditional morphology based method for phylogenetic studies.
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Introduction
Phylogeny is the history of descent of a group of taxa such as species 

from their common ancestors including the order of branching and 
sometimes the times of divergence. The term “Phylogeny” is derived 
from a combination of Greek words. Phylon stand for “tribe” or “clan” 
or “race” and genesis means “origin” or “source”. The term can also be 
applied to the genealogy of genes derived from a common ancestral 
gene. In molecular phylogeny, the relationships among organisms 
or genes are studied by comparing homologues of DNA or protein 
sequences. Dissimilarities among the sequences indicate genetic 
divergence as a result of molecular evolution during the course of time. 
In brief, while classical phylogenetic approach relies on morphological 
characteristics of an organism, the molecular approaches depend 
on nucleotide sequences of RNA and DNA and sequences of amino 
acids of a protein which are determined using modern techniques. 
By comparing homologous molecules from different organisms it 
is possible to establish their degree of similarity thereby establishing 
or revealing a hierarchy of relationship a phylogenetic tree. Both the 
classical morphology based methods and molecular analysis based 
methods are of importance as the basic bio-molecular framework of 
all organisms are similar and morphology of an organism is actually 
the manifestations of its genome, proteome and transcriptome 
profiles. A combination of the morphological based methods and 
molecular analysis based methods thus strengthens the exercise of the 
determination of phylogenetic relationships of organisms to a great 
extent.

The job of determination of phylogenetic relationship of various 
organisms is a difficult one as the living world exhibits unimaginable 
diversity with respect to its species content. This diversity is not 
only reflected in phenotypic characters but also in ultra-structural, 
biochemical and molecular features. Phenotypically similar organisms 
may have contrasting biochemical and molecular features. A rough 
estimate of the number of described species is 1.4 to 1.8 million [1,2] 
of which arthropods, (especially insects), molluscs, and vascular 
plants account for more than 80%. Still there are millions of species 
which are unknown and unclassified. The field of taxonomy deals with 
classification, nomenclature and identification of unknown organisms 
i.e., the process of determining whether an organism belongs to one
of the units defined previously, and if it does not belong to the any 
of the established taxonomic units, then categorize it as a new taxon. 
The task of describing, naming and classifying the organism is a part 

of systematics. Some terminologies related to molecular phylogeny are 
presented in Box 1.

Since every organism is the result of an evolutionary process, one has 
to know its evolutionary history to understand and express it in biological 
terms. For the purpose of determination of evolutionary history, three 
types of information are necessary. The first one is phenotypic, i.e. the 
information gained from expressed features including both internal 
and external morphology, proteins and biochemical markers. The 
second one is genotypic i.e. the knowledge obtained from the genetic 

Cladogram: A phylogenetic tree in which the branch lengths are not proportional 
to the number of evolutionary changes and thus have no phylogenetic meaning
Homoplasy: Observed sequence similarity that is a result of convergence or 
parallel evolution, but not direct evolution
Internal transcribed spacers (ITS): The rRNA genes are transcribed as a single 
transcript separated by ITS, which are subsequently spliced out and serve no 
further purpose
Monophyletic: The taxa on the phylogenetic tree that are descended from a 
single common ancestor
Paraphyletic: Includes taxa that are not descendent from a common ancestor
Phylogeny: study of evolutionary relationships between organisms by using 
treelike diagrams as representations
Polyphyletic: Includes groups that resemble some members outside their groups
Phylogram: a phylogenetic tree in which the branch lengths represent the amount 
of evolutionary divergence
Outgroup: Taxon or a group of taxa in a phylogenetic tree known to have diverged 
earlier than the rest of the taxa in the tree and used to determine the position of 
the root
Synonymous substitution: Nucleotide changes in a protein coding sequence 
that do not result in amino acid sequence changes, for the encoded protein 
because of redundancy in the genetic code

Box 1: Important terms related to molecular phylogeny.
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material inside the cell. Lastly, when the homologies between DNA and 
proteins are compared, we get information about the phylogeny of that 
organism and the knowledge gained can be represented in the graphical 
form of a phylogenetic tree. It is to be noted, however, that phylogenetic 
trees have also been constructed in early days, long before the advent 
of techniques employing molecular markers, from studies on external 
morphology of organisms by noted evolutionary biologists.

One of the most exciting developments in the past decade has been 
the application of powerful and ultra rapid nucleic acid sequencing 
techniques to the problems of phylogenetic studies. Rapid availability 
of large amounts of sequence data called for developments of robust 
mathematical and statistical analysis tools for explaining the process 
of evolution and this acute need ultimately gave rise to the science of 
molecular systematics. While molecular phylogeny, in a really broad 
way, may be a domain of the biology, the molecular systematics might be 
viewed as more of a statistical science in which powerful computation 
based simulation experiments are used to infer phylogenetic trees from 
these biological data obtained from a study of molecular markers. The 
idea of this review is mainly to focus on the molecular markers currently 
in use today and is divided into three sections; 1) the first section deals 
with history and general information on molecular phylogeny followed 
by 2) a section on typical molecular markers (e.g. 16S and 18S rRNA, 
matK etc.) used for this types of studies and 3) a very brief section 
on evolutionary tree building methods without which the review will 
remain incomplete. A general flow chart of various steps involved in 
studying molecular phylogeny using molecular markers is depicted in 
Figure 1.

General Information on Molecular Phylogeny
Classical and modern methods of phylogenetic studies

Long time back Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) did extensive 
morphological and embryological studies to classify marine organisms. 
Following this, in the 18th century Linnaeus developed binomial system 
of nomenclature. He not only gave birth to the field of taxonomy but 
was the first to draw a phylogenetic tree. Later Charles Darwin added 
the occurrence of two important processes in phylogeny, mainly, 
branching and subsequent divergence. Early proponents of molecular 
phylogeny claimed that molecular data were more likely to reflect 

the true phylogeny than morphological data, chiefly because they 
reflected gene-level changes, which were thought to be less subject 
to convergence and parallelism than were morphological traits. This 
early theory now appears to be inaccurate and molecular data are in 
fact subject to scores of the same problems that morphological data are. 
Additionally, in case of unicellular organisms like bacteria morphology, 
physiology and many other properties are not informative enough to be 
used as phylogenetic markers. Thus, bacterial classification remained a 
determinative one, despite the efforts of microbiologists to figure out 
a natural bacterial classification. Moreover, there are many bacteria 
that cannot be cultured in the laboratory and their identification solely 
relies on molecular data. Recent adoption of polyphasic approaches 
(discussed in brief later) appear to have solved these difficulties.

In recent years molecular phylogeny entered a rapidly expanding 
area with great improvements in the techniques and analyses of nucleic 
acid and protein sequencing. Early research using rRNA involved direct 
reverse transcriptase mediated sequencing of portion of both the small 
and large subunits of ribosome [3,4]. As rRNA are the major portion 
of total cellular RNAs, it was relatively easy to obtain enough RNA for 
sequencing. It is to be noted, however, that sequences generated from 
direct sequencing of rRNA by reverse transcriptase have been found 
to be far more more error-prone than DNA sequences generated 
directly from the nuclear genes encoding ribosomal DNA (rDNA) 
[5]. In general, the methods utilizing DNA isolation, PCR, automated 
sequencing and then comparing these DNA or protein sequences are 
more preferred these days. In summary, molecular phylogenetic studies 
have been and remains technique driven and as a corollary, dominates 
the modern taxonomic studies.

Molecular clock and the phylogenetics
Zuckerkandl and Pauling [6] were the first to study amino acid 

sequences of haemoglobin among different species and their results 
were remarkable. They found that haemoglobin molecules from 
horse and human differed by only 18 amino acids; mouse and human 
haemoglobins differed by 16 amino acids while mouse and horse 
hemoglobins differed only by 22 residues; but between humans and 
sharks there were differences in 79 amino acids in this molecule. These 
important observations seemed to suggest that there is a constant rate of 
amino acid substitution over time. To explain these results Zuckerkandl 
and Pauling [6] proposed the so called molecular clock hypothesis. 
The concept is based on a steady rate of change in DNA sequences 
over time and provided a basis for dating the time of divergence of 
lineages. It suggests that these amino acid differences correlate with 
the evolutionary time scale. As explained above, amino acid differences 
between mammals are less compared to that between mammals and 
shark. Thus, a biomolecule was acting like a molecular clock. Further 
they are distanced from each other in the evolutionary timescale, 
greater would be the differences in their molecular sequences and vice 
versa. Similarly the molecular clock hypothesis was used to propose 
that humans and apes diverged approximately 5 million years ago [7]. 
Although informative, the hypothesis has been questioned many times 
because biomolecules are subjected to changes at different rates.

The phylogeny concluded from a single marker gene or protein 
sequence only reflects evolution of that particular gene. But use of a 
single marker can lead to interpretation problems, because other 
genes in the organism may show different rates of evolution or even 
show different evolutionary history if horizontal gene transfer has 
taken place. Vertical gene transfer is the normal passage of genes from 
parent to offspring. Horizontal or lateral gene transfer happens when 
genes transfer between unrelated organisms, a common phenomenon 
in bacteria e.g. acquired antibiotic resistance leading to multidrug 

Selection of organisms or a gene family

Choosing appropriate molecular markers

Amplification, sequencing, assembly

Alignment

Evolutionary model

Phylogenetic analysis

Tree construction

Evaluation of phylogenetic tree
Figure 1: General steps in studying molecular phylogeny.
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fossils and through comparative analysis of the molecular fossils from a 
number of related organisms, the evolutionary history of the genes and 
even the organisms can be revealed.

Properties of ideal marker genes 
The properties that should be possessed by an ideal marker are as 

follows [11]:

(a) A single-copy gene may be more useful than multiple-copy gene; 
this condition is satisfied by the mitochondrial and nuclear genes; (b) As 
marker gene sequences are aligned prior to phylogenetic analysis, their 
alignment should be easy. The length of the same gene can vary among 
different members of taxa due to insertions or deletions because of 
which aligning their sequences may be difficult. However, regions with 
ambiguous alignments can be avoided specifically or secondary structure 
information may be applied [12]; (c) The substitution rate should be 
optimum so as to provide enough informative sites. A gene evolving too 
fast may reach a state of saturation due to multiple substitutions. This 
problem can be enhanced by base composition bias since this makes 
it more likely that the second mutation at a particular site will be a 
reversion to the original state. For protein coding genes it may be the 
case that the synonymous substitution rate is too high even though very 
few non-substitutions have occurred; (d) Primers should be available to 
selectively amplify the marker gene. However, the primer should not be 
too universal as in that case it would lead to amplification of non-specific 
genes present as contaminants or contributed by symbionts [13]; (e) A 
too much of base variation among the taxa, is not preferable which may 
not reflect the true ancestry [14]. The breakthrough in the study of the 
phylogeny of prokaryotes was achieved by Carl Woese and co-workers 
in the seventies [15,16]. They introduced rapid methods of comparative 
16S rRNA sequence analysis and phylogenetic tree reconstruction. 
The results of these efforts provided, for the first time, insight into 
the phylogeny of prokaryotes and also established the three domains 
of life, popularly known as– “The Universal Tree of Life” – Archaea 
(formerly archaebacteria), Bacteria (formerly eubacteria) and Eukarya 
(eukaryotes) [16,17]. So far, these molecular studies of divergence have 
drawn on DNA or amino acid sequence data for highly conserved 
genes, particularly the structural ribosomal genes 18S/16S/5S/28S, the 
nuclear protein-coding gene elongation factor-1a (EF-1α) and the slowly 
evolving mitochondrial gene cytochrome c oxidase I (COI), histone H3, 
U2 snRNA and many more genes which are widely distributed. Some of 
the very popular markers being used widely in phylogenetic studies are 
described below in some detail.

Molecular Markers
Nuclear ribosomal genes

Ribosomal RNA is considered as the best target for studying 
phylogenetic relationship because, it is universal and is composed of 
highly conserved as well as variable domains [16,18]. The ribosomes 
consist of rRNA and proteins. In all organisms the ribosome consists 
of two subunits, the small ribosomal subunit (SSU) contains a single 
RNA species (the 18S rRNA in eukaryotes and the 16S rRNA in others). 
In Bacteria and Archaea, the large subunit (LSU) contains two rRNA 
species (the 5S and 23S rRNAs); in most eukaryotes the large subunit 
contains three RNA species (the 5S, 5.8S and 25S/28S rRNAs). The core 
structures of the SSU and LSU rRNAs contain 10 and 18 such variable 
regions, respectively. Moreover, rRNA genes are evolving more slowly 
than protein encoding genes and are particularly important for the 
phylogenetic analysis of distantly related species [19]. In particular, 
secondary-structure models of RNA molecules have been based almost 
exclusively on comparative sequence analysis [20].

resistant bacterial species. There have also been well-known cases of 
horizontal gene transfers between eukaryotes. Horizontal gene transfer 
has complicated the determination of phylogenies of organisms. 
Inconsistencies in phylogeny have been reported among specific 
groups of organisms depending on the marker genes used to construct 
evolutionary trees. The only way to determine which genes have been 
acquired vertically and which one horizontally is to assume that the 
largest set of genes that have been inherited together have been inherited 
vertically. This requires analyzing a large number of genes as opposed 
to studying a single marker gene. So only when one considers the 
evolution of multiple genes in a genome, one can get more convincing 
conclusions about the evolutionary status of an organism.

Molecular markers are favoured over morphological data

The underlying fact useful for molecular systematics is that 
different genes accumulate mutations at different rates. This difference 
depends on how much change a gene can tolerate without losing its 
function. For example, histone molecules may become non-functional 
if some of its amino acids are replaced with different ones. On the 
other hand internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of ribosomal RNA can 
still fold properly if many of its nucleotides are changed. Thus, ITS 
can accumulate mutations more rapidly than histones, reflecting the 
different functional constraints on their gene product. The advantages 
of using molecular data is obvious - molecular data are more numerous 
than fossil records and easier to obtain. There is no sampling bias 
involved, which helps to correct the gaps in real fossil records. A 
more clear and robust phylogenetic tree can be constructed with the 
molecular data. On the other hand parameters for morphological data 
on many occasions are limited in number and become insufficient to 
distinguish two organisms at phyla, class, order and family levels. When 
variation in morphological data become insufficient to distinguish 
two organisms-at phyla class, order, family etc. levels, analysis of the 
biomolecules are considered, which are large in number and occur in 
various forms in organisms. Therefore, the biomolecular markers have 
become favourite and sometimes the only information available for 
researchers to reconstruct evolutionary history. The big difference is 
that there are simply many more molecular characters available, and 
their interpretation is generally easier. Another advantage of molecular 
data is that all known life forms are based on nucleic acids and, each 
nucleotide position, in theory, can be considered as a character and 
assumed to be independent. The morphological adaptations of an 
organism, in any case, are mirrored in its biomolecules and vice versa.

Potential of a gene in resolving phylogenetic relationship

The biomolecule based reconstruction of ancient phylogenetic 
history first requires the discovery and analysis of slowly evolving 
nucleotide or amino acid sequences. Not all genes or macromolecules 
are suitable phylogenetic markers and not all marker molecules are 
useful for the analysis of a given group of organisms. The method of 
screening molecular sequences for their ability to resolve relationships 
within a particular group include studies which assess the ability of 
a gene to recover well-established phylogenetic relationships within 
clades of similar age and the construction of fossil-based pair wise 
difference curves, which estimate the rate of potentially informative 
character changes during the geological interval when a clade 
underwent phylogenetic divergence [8,9]. For example, to establish 
the utility of mitochondrial COI and COII (cytochrome oxidase I & 
II) genes for the purpose of phylogeny studies, Caterino and Sperling 
used these genes to study phylogeny of Papilio sp. and after that they 
examined the phylogenetic placements of several lineages which have 
proven difficult in previous studies [10]. Such genes serve as molecular 
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16S rRNA: It was in 1960s that Dubnau et al. observed the 
conservation in the 16S rRNA gene sequence among Bacillus species 
[21]. But, it was only after the classic work done by Woese, that these 
gene sequences were used for bacterial taxonomy [16]. The 16S rRNA 
gene is conserved, which does not mean that it evolves at a same rate in 
all organisms. This important property helps researchers to distinguish 
among different bacterial groups [16,20,22]. The 16S rRNA gene is 
about 1550 bp long and contains both variable and conserved regions 
with characteristic oligonucleotide signature sequences (unique to a 
particular phylogenetic group). Using primers of the conserved regions, 
the in-between variable region can be amplified. This is sufficient to 
differentiate organisms using statistically valid measurements [23,24]. 
As 16S gene is present in all bacteria, one can measure relationships 
among all bacterial species. Comparing 16S sequences of unknown 
bacteria with already deposited sequence will assist in marking those 
bacteria in a particular group [22]. Studying 16S and 23S rRNA are the 
backbone of bacterial taxonomy, especially for identification of non-
culturable bacteria.

5S rRNA: Ribosomal 5S RNA, a ~120 nucleotide long RNA, is 
found in virtually all ribosomes with the exception of mitochondria 
of some fungi, higher animals and most protists [25]. The nucleotide 
sequence of 5S rRNA is highly conserved throughout nature and 
phylogenetic analysis alone provided an initial model for its secondary 
structure [15,18]. The primary structure of these rRNA molecules 
are sufficiently constrained that on the whole they have not changed 
rapidly in time [18]. Some of the first molecular sequence data available 
for green algae came from nuclear 5S ribosomal RNA. Troitskii et al. 
[26] derived complete or partial nucleotide sequences of five different 
rRNAs from a number of seed plants and discussed the angiosperm 
origins and early stages of land plant evolution based on phylogenetic 
dendrograms using the compatibility [27] and parsimony methods 
from the PHYLIP package [28]. However, the reliability of hypothesis 
based on this molecule were questioned because the 5S rRNA molecule 
is only 120 bases long with too few informative sites that can be used in 
analysis of close relatives. It is a rapidly evolving molecule, so that in the 
positions that do vary, there are so many substitutions that the number 
of potentially informative sites is too small to allow reliable analysis for 
studying ancient divergences. In fact, there are reports that 5S rRNA 
sequence data do not have sufficient resolving power to contribute 
significantly to our understanding of phylogenetic relationships at any 
taxonomic level [29].

28S rRNA: Phylogenetic analyses based on molecular sequences 
must come from genes encoding larger molecules than the 120 bp 5S 
rRNA [29]. The 28S rRNA gene is about 811 bp in length. 28S rRNA 
gene sequences for many major metazoan groups have become available 
in the recent years. Also, efforts to align sequences according to the 
secondary-structure model for 28S rRNA of these organisms have 
become commonplace for the purpose of phylogenetic analyses. For 
example, Encarsia, which is a large genus of minute parasitic wasps, 
only a few of the species-groups are defined unambiguously on the 
basis of morphological characters alone. Phylogenetic relationships 
within this genus still are largely unresolved; only recently attempts have 
been made to use molecular data to underpin the taxonomy based on 
morphological characters and to resolve phylogenetic relationships. All 
molecular studies conducted so far have used the D2 expansion region of 
the 28S ribosomal RNA; there has been comparatively little information 
about the suitability of other gene regions to inferring phylogenetic 
relationships or to defining species limits in this group [30,31].

Mitochondrial genes (mtDNA)

Mitochondrial DNA data can be very powerful in resolving 
species-level phylogenies. The order of genes in the mitochondrion is 
variable, and they are separated by large regions of noncoding DNA. 
The mitochondrial genome rearranges itself frequently so that many 
rearranged forms can occur in the same cell. The use of mtDNA has 
become increasingly popular in phylogenetics and population genetic 
studies because of i) developments in methodology for mtDNA 
isolation, ii) use of restriction enzymes to detect nucleotide differences, 
iii) the developments of PCR methodologies and iv) applicability of 
universal primers for amplification of DNA [32].

Cytochrome oxidase I/II (COI/II): The enzyme cytochrome c 
oxidase is a very well known protein of electron transport chain and 
is found in both bacteria and mitochondria. The COI and COII genes 
code for two of seven polypeptide subunits in the cytochrome c oxidase 
complex. The COI gene consists of approximately 894 bp. COI and/
or COII sequences have been applied to phylogenetic problems at a 
wide range of hierarchical levels in insects, from closely related species 
to genera and subfamilies, families, and even orders. The COI gene 
is slowly evolving compared to other protein coding mitochondrial 
genes and is widely used for estimating molecular phylogenies [33] 
and is a good performer in recovering an expected tree [34]. So 
sequencing both the genes represents one of the largest sequence data 
sets generated for phylogenetic study of any group and also fulfils the 
putative phylogenetic accuracy. The combination of COI and 12S rRNA 
is appropriate to distinguish the taxa of interest at different taxonomic 
level. COI and COII have been used for species and population analyses 
of parasitoids and COI has recently been suggested as a potential 
‘barcode’ for insect identification in general. Zhang and Sota reported 
that the COI sequence of mitochondrial data had higher sequence 
divergence than four other nuclear genes, in beetles [35].

Mitochondrial 12S: Mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene sequence 
analysis is extensively used in molecular taxonomy and phylogeny. 
Earlier, mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene sequence was used for species 
determination in wild-life forensic biology. It has been postulated earlier 
that 12S gene sequences are useful for the determination of moderate 
to long divergence times. The length of this gene is about 450 bp and it 
can be amplified by universal primers. The 355 bp sequence of this gene 
was used for identification, phylogenetic relationships and calculation 
of divergence time of the Indian leopards [36]. Chaolun et al. used 
the 12S gene to infer the evolutionary history of 28 species of certain 
coral groups [37]. They found out that phylogenetic analyses using 
mitochondrial 12S rRNA gene data did not support the current view of 
phylogeny for this group of corals based upon skeletal morphology and 
fossil records. Allard and Honeycutt reported that the 12S rRNA gene is 
not evolving at a higher rate within certain rodent lineages [38].

Cytochrome-b: Cytochrome-b gene (~1,143 bp) is reported as the 
most useful marker in recovering phylogenetic relationships among 
closely related taxa but can lose resolution at deeper nodes. Although the 
Cytochrome-b gene has proven useful in recovering phylogenetically 
useful information at a variety of taxonomic levels, strength of its 
utility can be lineage-dependent and declines with evolutionary depth. 
Bradley et al. [39] concluded that, although the Cytochrome-b data 
contain considerable phylogenetic signal, definition of content and 
resolution of the phylogeny of genus Peromyscus (deer mice) needs 
other additional information [39]. The patterns of speciation and trait 
evolution in Tragopan, a genus of five Indo-Himalayan bird species, 
were examined using sequences of the mitochondrial cytochrome b 
gene (CYB) and its control region (CR) [40].
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Control region for replication of mitochondrial DNA: The only 
major non-coding area of the mtDNA is the control region, typically 1 
kb, involved in the regulation and initiation of mtDNA replication and 
transcription and is responsible for the regulation of heavy (H) and light 
(L) strand transcription and of H-strand replication. The approximate 
mutation rate in mtDNA is 10-8/site/year compared to 10-9/site/year in 
nuclear genes. Most differences between mtDNA sequences are point 
mutations, with a strong bias for transitions over transversions [32]. 
Rogaev et al. reported the presence of variable number of tandem 
repeats (VNTR) in the control region which are characterized by high 
somatic hypervariability in some mammoth [41]. The evolution of the 
control region of mammalian mtDNA shows some features such as 
strong rate heterogeneity among sites, the presence of tandem repeated 
elements, a high frequency of nucleotides insertion/ deletion, and 
lineage specificity [42].

Chloroplast genes 

Many plant phylogenetic studies are based on chloroplast DNA 
(cpDNA). In plants, cpDNA is smallest as compared to mitochondria 
and nuclear genome. It is assumed to be conserved in its evolution in 
terms of nucleotide substitution with very little rearrangements which 
permits the molecule to be used in resolving phylogenetic relationships 
especially at deep levels of evolution [43]. However, selection of a gene 
of sufficient length and appropriate substitution rate is a crucial step. 
Currently used cpDNA genes include rbcL, ndhF, rpl16, matK, atpB 
and many more (some of them are described below).

rbcL: Ribulose 1, 5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (rubisco) 
is the first enzyme of C3 cycle in plants. It is the most abundant and 
most important protein on the planet and central to the global carbon 
cycle [44]. The rbcL gene is located on cp genome as a single copy gene 
and has an enormous phylogenetic utility. The rbcL gene is ~1428 bp 
long and is universal to all plants (except in some parasites). It is very 
convenient to study, easy to align and its secondary structure is known 
and present in many copies with less insertions and deletions. The rbcL 
gene encodes the large subunit of rubisco, while the small subunit is 
encoded by rbcS gene in nucleus. The rbcL gene was one of the first 
plant genes to be sequenced [45] and is still among the most frequently 
sequenced segments of plant DNA. This gene has been used widely in 
systematic studies of land plants, angiosperms in particular [44]. About 
500 rbcL sequences were used to address phylogenetic relationships 
within angiosperms and secondarily among extant seed plants [44]. 
Although there is length variation between plants and algal genes, their 
alignment is easy. However many researchers prefer 18S rDNA for 
sampling than rbcL sequence because of the more rapid rate of evolution 
in the latter molecule. Although rbcL is conserved and readily alignable 
across divergent taxa, this molecule exhibits a higher substitution rate 
than the 18S rDNA. Mc Court et al. tentatively concluded that although 
rbcL sequences may be inappropriate in phylogenetic studies of ancient 
branching events (unless and until more thorough taxon sampling 
is possible), the use of this gene within green algal groups appears 
to be appropriate [46]. For example, rbcL does not contain enough 
information for resolving relationships between closely related genera 
e.g. Hordeum, Triticum, and Aegilops. In such cases the non-coding 
regions of chloroplast DNA, which are supposed to evolve more rapidly 
than coding regions are also analyzed. Palmer et al. have shown that the 
16S rRNA gene as the most conserved of chloroplast genes followed by 
23S rRNA [47]. So, they are more useful phylogenetically at the higher 
hierarchical levels than the rbcL gene, which codes for a protein.

matK: The matK (maturase) gene is approximately 1500 base pairs 
(bp), located within the intron of the chloroplast gene trnK (lysine 

tRNA), and encodes a maturase involved in splicing type II introns from 
RNA transcripts [48,49]. Recent studies have shown the usefulness of 
this gene in resolving intergeneric or interspecific relationships among 
flowering plants. The matK gene is known to have relatively high rates 
of substitution compared with other genes used in grass systematics, 
possesses high proportions of transversion mutations, and the 3 section 
of its coding region has been proven quite useful for constructing 
phylogenies at the subfamily level in the Poaceae [47]. Sequences 
from noncoding regions of the chloroplast genome are often used in 
systematics because such regions tend to evolve relatively rapidly.

ndhF: This gene codes for subunit F of NADP dehydrogenase and 
is about 1100 bp in length and present in the small single-copy region. 
Givnish et al. used ndhF sequence variation to reconstruct relationships 
across 282 taxa representing 78 monocot families [49]. Moreover, they 
showed that relationships within orders are consistent with those 
based on rbcL, alone or in combination with atpB and 18S rDNA, and 
generally better supported and ndhF contributes more than twice as 
many informative characters as rbcL and nearly as many as rbcL, atpB, 
and 18S rDNA combined. Kim and Jansen did an extensive sequence 
comparison of the chloroplast ndhF gene from all major clades of the 
largest flowering plant family (Asteraceae) and showed that this gene 
provides ~3 times more phylogenetic information than rbcL [50]. 
This is because it is substantially longer and evolves twice as fast. The 
5’ region (1380 bp) of ndhF is very different from the 3’ region (855 
bp) and is similar to rbcL in both the rate and the pattern of sequence 
change.

rpl16: Zhang used chloroplast noncoding rpl16 intron (1059 bp) 
sequences to reconstruct the phylogeny of the grass family [51]. He 
reported that the rpl16 intron sequence data confirmed three traditional 
herbaceous bamboo tribes, Streptochaeteae, Anomochloeae, and 
Phareae, as the most basal lineages in the extant grasses. Zhang also 
showed that the comparisons of the nucleotide divergence and the 
genetic distance between the chloroplast noncoding rpl16 intron and 
the ndhF gene among the major groups of the grass family showed that 
the rpl16 intron sequences had a lower transition/transversion ratio but 
higher nucleotide divergence and genetic distance [51]. Earlier studies 
indicated that noncoding sequences had a much more complicated 
evolution pattern and more frequent insertion and deletion events than 
to coding regions [44]. The rpl16 intron sequences show similar results 
in many reports. Comparison between the ndhF gene and the rpl16 
intron sequences done by Zhang indicated that the sequence divergence 
in the rpl16 intron was 1.40 times of that in the ndhF gene [51]. Some 
other additional marker genes are mentioned in Table 1.

Phylogenetic Tree Construction Methods 
The result of a molecular phylogenetic analysis can be represented 

in a diagram in the form of a phylogenetic tree. Phylogeny is an abstract 
phenomenon and it cannot be observed directly. It is something 
that happened in the past and must be reconstructed using available 
evidence. By studying a phylogenetic tree it is possible to obtain a quick 
overall idea about the given species and its relation to other species 
phylogenetically close to it. As large numbers of potential trees are 
possible, finding out a tree which perfectly reflects the evolutionary 
history is very difficult. A tree can also be rooted or unrooted. There is 
an exponential relationship between the possible number of trees for ‘n’ 
taxa, given by, for rooted tree 

N = (2n-3)! 2n-2(n-s)! 

and for unrooted tree ,

 N=(2n-5)!/2n-3(n-3)!. 
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Thus, even for ten taxa under study, there are millions of possible tree 
topologies available. So, there are various methods to select an optimal 
tree. The trees can be drawn in different ways such as cladogram or a 
phylogram. As depicted in Figure 1, a phylogenetic tree construction 
goes through essentially five steps: a) Selection of molecular markers; b) 
Performing multiple sequence alignments; c) Choosing an evolutionary 
model; d) Determining a tree building method and lastly e) Assessing 
tree reliability [52-70].

Selection of molecular markers 

The molecular data can either be obtained from nucleotide or 
protein sequence data. This often depends upon the closeness of the 
organisms under study. Nucleotide sequence is preferred while studying 
closely related organisms, slowly evolving genes are used for widely 
divergent groups, whereas non-coding mitochondrial DNA is a choice 
while studying individuals of a population. Protein sequences are more 
conserved due to codon degeneracy, while the third position of a codon 
in nucleotide sequence may show variation. Some of the widely used 
molecular markers preferred by the investigators engaged in molecular 
phylogenetic research have already been described in section 2.

Multiple Sequence Alignment 

Once the markers to be studied have been determined, the DNA 
sequence of the selected marker genes of the target organism needs 
to be experimentally determined. For this, total DNA is isolated from 
the appropriate tissue of the organism. In most instances total cellular 
DNA may be isolated using many of the well established DNA isolation 
protocols. The chosen markers are then amplified using the isolated 
DNA as template and marker specific oligonucleotides as primers 
by PCR method. For many of the markers discussed in this article, 
well known universal primers are already described in the literature. 
Alternatively, the primer can be designed depending upon the specific 
need of the project. The amplified PCR products are then sequenced. 
As the DNA sequence of the marker genes are obtained, wholly or in 
part, the next step is to align the sequence with the DNA sequence 
of the same markers of closely known species. Multiple alignment is 
possibly the most critical step in the procedure because it establishes 

positional correspondence in evolution [70]. Only a successful sequence 
alignment produces a genealogically related tree. Multiple alignments 
can be done using various very well known alignment programs like 
ClustalW, T-coffee, Multialin etc. to mention a few. Secondary structure 
information may also assist alignment. Praline is one such program 
which extracts the information of secondary structure for the purpose 
of alignment. Some programs (Rascal, NorMD, and Gblocks) can 
improve the alignment by correcting the errors or by removing poorly 
aligned positions.

Choosing an evolutionary model 

The next step is to select a proper substitution model that provides 
the researcher with ideas of the evolutionary process by taking into 
account multiple substitution events. However, the observed number 
of substitutions may not represent the true evolutionary process that 
actually occurred at the locus of interest. When a mutation is detected 
as G replaced by T, the nucleotides may have actually undergone a 
number of transitional steps to become T in the sequence G→A →C→ T. 
Similarly a back mutation could have taken place also when a mutated 
nucleotide changed back to the original nucleotide such that A→T→A. 
Additionally, an identical nucleotide observed in the alignment 
may be due to parallel mutations; such multiple substitutions and 
convergence at individual positions obscure the estimation of the true 
evolutionary distances between the sequences. This effect is known as 
homoplasy which needs to be corrected for the generation of a true 
evolutionary tree. To correct homoplasy, statistical models known as 
substitution models or evolutionary models, are needed to infer the 
true evolutionary distances between sequences. Following are the two 
important substitution models [70].

Jukes-Cantor model: Jukes-Cantor model assumes that purines as 
well as pyrimidines are substituted with equal probability. This model 
can only analyse reasonably closely related sequences.

Kimura model: In contrast, Kimura two-parameter model [71] 
assumes that transition mutations should occur more often that 
transversion. This is a model that takes in to account the differential 
mutation rates of transitions & transversions and is more realistic. 
For protein sequences, the evolutionary distances from an alignment 
can be corrected using a PAM or JTT amino acid substation matrix. 
Alternatively, protein equivalents of Jukes-Cantor model & Kimura 
models can be used to correct evolutionary distances.

Tree building method: Next step is the evolutionary tree 
building. There are several methods available [71] and it is generally 
recommended to perform exhaustive experiments using one or more 

Gene Description Reference
EF-1α Elongation factor-1α, Role in protein synthesis. [52]
rpoA gene Encoding the alpha subunit of RNA polymerase [53]
atpB Encode the beta subunit of ATP synthase [54]
dnaA involved in DNA synthesis initiation [55]
ftsZ Role in cell division [56]
gapA Codes for glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase [57]
groEL Encodes bacterial heat shock protein. [58]
gltA Encoding citrate synthase [59]
ITS Piece of non-functional RNA situated between structural [60]

ribosomal RNAs precursor transcript.
lux Gene encode proteins involved in luminescence [61]
PEPCK Codes for phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase [62]
pyrH genes Codes for uridine monophosphate (UMP) kinases [63]
recA Role in recombination [64]
U2 snRNA Component of the  spliceosome [65]
Wsp gene Encodes a major cell surface coat protein [66]
Nuclear H3 Codes for protein which is associated with DNA [67]

trnH-psbA Non-coding intergenic spacer region located in plastid 
genome [68]

rpoB, rpoC1 Coding region located in plastid genome [69]

Table 1: List of some other molecular markers used in phylogeny research.

Overview of evolutionary tree building methods

Character based methods

Distance based methods

•Neighbor joining (NJ) •Fitch-
Maximum Maximum

Margoliash
likelihood •Generalized NJparsimony

•Minimummethod
•UPGMA evolution

 
Figure 2: Summary of most commonly used tree building methods.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spliceosome
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model. However, it may be a time consuming task when number of taxa 
increases drastically. Figure 2 shows the summary of different methods 
which are routinely used. Here we will discuss them in brief as detail 
explanation of each method is out of scope of this review.

Methods based on characters: Such methods take into account the 
mutational events accumulated on the sequences and thus avoid loss of 
information. It easily provides information regarding homoplasy and 
ancestral states. It produces more accurate trees than the distance based 
methods. Two most popular character based methods are maximum 
parsimony and maximum likelihood.

Methods based on distance: A true evolutionary distance between 
sequences can be calculated from observed distance after correction 
using different models. They are subdivided as optimality based and 
clustering based algorithms.

Phylogenetic tree evaluation method 

Having constructed the tree, its validity needs to be checked. 
Different statistical test are used to evaluate the reliability of the 
constructed tree. Bootstrapping and Jackknifing are employed to 
check the reliability of the tree while, Kishino-Hasegawa test, Bayesian 
analysis, and Shimodaira-Hasegawa test are used to confirm whether 
the tree is better than any other tree. In bootstrapping technique, 
randomly sized and positioned pieces of sequence form the same part 
of the molecule are sampled randomly and a new phylogenetic analysis 
is performed to produce a tree. To determine the robustness of the 
tree it is generally recommended that a phylogenetic tree should be 
bootstrapped 500-1000 times, thus making the process time consuming. 
The bootstrap results are compared to the original approximated tree. 
Branch point scores around 90% suggest that the predicted tree is 
accurate. However, controversies can still arise. In Jackknifing half of 
the data set is subjected to phylogenetic tree construction using the 
same method as of original. The Bayesian simulation test uses Markov 
chain MonteCarlo (MCMC) procedure which is very fast and involved 
thousands of steps of resampling. Kishino-Hasegawa test is especially 
used for maximum parsimony trees, a t-value is calculated, which is 
used for evaluation against the t-distribution to see whether the values 
falls within the significant range (e.g. <0.05), 

t=Pa-Pt/SD/√n 

where, 

n is the number of informative sites, the degree of freedom is n-1, t is 
the test statistical value, Pa is the average site-to-site difference between 
the two trees, SD is the standard deviation, and Pt is the total difference 
of branch lengths of the two trees. Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) test is 
frequently used for Maximum likelihood trees; it tests the goodness of 
fit using χ2 test [70].

DNA Barcode in Animals and Plants 
While in case of most animal species cytochrome oxidase (COI) has 

been described as a relatively accurate system for cost effective species 
identification purpose, even in the recent past there has not been a 
generally accepted DNA barcode standard for the plant kingdom as the 
performance of different loci combinations remains inadequate among 
different plant families. DNA barcoding, a relatively new term, is defined 
as a method for identifying species by using short DNA sequences, 
known as DNA barcodes, to facilitate biodiversity studies and enhance 
forensic analyses etc. So the researchers designed family specific primers 
and came closer to accepted phylogeny using this approach. In 2009, a 
large consortium of researchers, the “Consortium for the Barcode of 

Life (CBOL) Plant Working Group” proposed portions of two coding 
regions from the plastid (chloroplast) genome—molecular markers 
rbcL and matK—as a core barcode for plants, to be supplemented with 
additional regions as required. This recommendation was accepted by 
the international Consortium for the Barcode of Life, but with the rider 
that further sequencing of additional markers should be undertaken. 
This was driven by concerns that routine use of a third (or even a fourth) 
marker may be necessary to obtain adequate discriminatory power and 
to guard against sequencing failure for one of the markers [69,72].

Polyphasic Approach for Bacterial Taxonomy
Over the last 25 years, a much broader range of taxonomic 

studies of bacteria has gradually replaced the former reliance upon 
morphological, physiological, and biochemical characterization 
[73]. The polyphasic taxonomy includes all available phenotypic and 
genotypic data and integrates them into a system of classification, 
derived from 16S rRNA sequence analysis. It is conjectured that as 
more and more parameters become available in future, the polyphasic 
classification will gain increasing stability. Bacterial taxonomists did 
not have a clearly set array of rules for species definition, mainly 
because in unicellular organisms like bacteria morphology, physiology 
and many other properties are not informative enough to be used as 
phylogenetic markers. This has a telling effect on bacterial taxonomy 
problems. This problem is faced in polyphasic taxonomy, which does 
not depend on a theory, a hypothesis, or a set of rules and presents a 
pragmatic approach to a consensus type of taxonomy, integrating all 
available data maximally. In future, polyphasic taxonomy will have to 
cope with (i) enormous amounts of data, (ii) large numbers of strains, 
and (iii) data fusion (data aggregation), which will demand efficient 
and centralized data storage. Thus taxonomic studies will require 
collaborative efforts by specialized laboratories even more than now 
is the case [73,74].

Discussion
Although there are large numbers of phylogenetic markers available, 

the researcher should not be limited only to these genes. In fact, there 
is a need for developing additional markers for phylogenetic analysis. 
The number of genes used for phylogenetic analysis over plants, 
animals and microorganisms should be increased through nuclear 
genome sequencing and EST (expressed sequence tag) projects. Also, 
need of markers over large group of organisms is very crucial. Future 
effort should be directed towards improving the algorithms for various 
analysis softwares. The power of genes involved with the physiology of 
organisms such as the cell division (cdc) genes, salt tolerance genes, 
heat shock genes, homeotic genes, receptor genes etc. to mention a 
few, should also be explored as they show great homology over a large 
range of organisms. At the same time, efforts of classical biologists 
who have been basing their phylogeny analyses on morphological 
studies of both external and internal features of an organism should 
be encouraged. In combination with studies using molecular genetic 
markers and morphology, relatively full proof systems can be devised 
for the phylogenetic studies of Archaea and Eukarya groups, much in 
line with the polyphasic approaches described for bacteria.

As time passes more data will become available, more novel 
organisms will be detected and software development will need to take 
into account the combination and linking of the different databases. We 
will also have increasing access to the genome and DNA sequences from 
many organisms will be available because of the repaid advances in the 
sequencing technologies. The most challenging task will definitely be 
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to process this mass of information into a useful classification concept. 
Discovery of newer molecular markers for the purpose of phylogenetic 
studies will have to keep pace with the progress in the downstream 
techniques and analysis procedure as they generate the raw data on the 
basis of which the analyses are carried out.
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